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Certain general fractional derivatives formulas involving the H-function of one
and more variables are established that generalize the corresponding results
considered by Srivastava and Goyal. This leads us to an extension of the expansion
formula for the Lauricella function F  r . given by Srivastava and Goyal. VariousD
other analogous formulas are also established. These results are significantly
different from Burchnall and Chaundy-type expansions. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xFollowing Oldham and Spanier 2 , we define the fractional derivative of
 .  w x.a function f x of complex order a see also Ross 3 by
x1¡ yay1x y t f t dt , Re a - 0, .  .  .H
G ya . ba ~D f x s .b x md
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JOSHI AND JOSHI2
where m is a positive integer. For simplicity, we use
Da ' Da . 1.2 .x 0 x
 .When the lower terminal limit b ª 0, 1.1 reduces to the Riemann]Liou-
ville representation used for differintegral of arbitrary order, while b ª `
gives the differintegral of arbitrary order in the Weyl sense. The Leibnitz
rule for the nth derivative of a product can be generalized to a derivative
 w x.of arbitrary order see Ross and Northover 4
`




a , a , . . . , a , aa , a  .  . . . 1 1 p pp pm , n m , nw xH z s H z s H z 1.4 .p , q p , q b , b , . . . , b , b .  .b , b . . 1 1 q qq q
and
w x 0, n : m1 , n1 ; ; m r , nrH z , . . . , z sH1 r p , q : p , q ; ; p , q1 1 r r
z 1.  r .1 1. 1.  r .  r .a ; a , , a : c , g ; . . . ; c , g .  . .  . . /p p p p p p p1 1 r r... 1.  r . 1. 1.  r .  r .b ; b , , b : d , d ; . . . ; d , d .  .  . /  /  /q q q q q q qz 1 1 r rr
1.5 .
denote the H-function of one complex variable and r complex variables
 w x.for details see 10 . Here for convenience,
1.  r .  i.  i.  4a ; a , . . . , a and c , g , i g 1, . . . , r . .  . /  /p 1 1 p pi i
abbreviate the p- and p -members arrayi
a ; a 1. , . . . , a  r . , . . . , a ; a 1. , . . . , a  r . and c i. , g  i. , . . . , c i. , g  i. , .  . .  .1 1 1 p p p 1 1 p pi i
 4i g 1, . . . , r . .
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Suppose, as usual, that the parameters
a ; j s 1, . . . , p; c i. ; j s 1, . . . , p ;j j i  4i g 1, . . . , r . i. b ; j s 1, . . . , q ; d ; j s 1, . . . , q ;j j i
are complex variables, and the associated coefficients
a  i. , j s 1, . . . , p; g  i. , j s 1, . . . , p ;j j i  4i g 1, . . . , r . i.  i. b , j s 1, . . . , q ; d , j s 1, . . . , q ;j j i
are positive real numbers such that
p qp q i i
 i.  i.  i.  i.L s a y b q g y d F 0   i j j j j
js1 js1 js1 js1
and
n pp q i i
 i.  i.  i.  i.V s y a y b q g y g   i j j j j
jsnq1 js1 js1 jsn q1i
m qi i
 i.  i.q d y d ) 0, 1.6 . j j
js1 jsm q1i
where the integers n, m, p, q, m , n , p , and q are constrained by thei i i i
inequalities
 40 F n F p , q G 0, 1 F m F q , and 0 F n F p ; i g 1, . . . , r . .i i i i
 .and the equality in 1.6 holds true for suitably restricted values of the
complex variables z , . . . , z . Then it is known that the multiple1 r
 w  .x.Mellin]Barnes contour integral cf., e.g., 7, p. 251, Eq. c.1 representing
 .the multivariable H-function 1.5 converges absolutely, under the condi-
 .tions 1.6 , when
1  4arg z - V p ; i g 1, . . . , r , 1.7 .  . .i i2
 .the points z s 0 i s 1, . . . , r and various exceptional parameter valuesi
being tacitly excluded.
We remark in passing that, throughout the present work, we shall
 .assume that the convergence and existence conditions corresponding
appropriately to the ones detailed above are satisfied by each of the
various H-functions involved.
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2. FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVE FORMULAS
The fractional derivative formulas that are established in this section are
m s rlaD ax q b cx q d ? H z ax q b ? cx q d .  .  .  . 4b x
M N` x y b x y b
s A f M , N  /  /x q bra x q drcM , Ns0
yl, s , ym , r , . . . .  .s rm , nq2? H z ax q b cx q d 2.1 .  .  .pq2, qq2 . . . , M y l, s , N y m , r .  .
provided s ) 0, r ) 0,
mlaD ax q b cx q d .  .b x
s r s r1 1 r r?H z ax q b cx q d , . . . , z ax q b cx q d .  .  .  . 41 r
M N` x y b x y b
s A f M , N  /  /x q bra x q drcM , Ns0
yl; s , . . . , s , .s r 1 r1 1z ax q b cx q d .  .1 ym ; r , . . . , r , . . . , : . . . .. 1 r0, nq2 : m , n ; . . . ;m , n1 1 r r .?H ,pq2, qq2 : p , q ; . . . ; p , q .1 1 r r . . . , M y l; s , ,s , .1 rs rr rz ax q b cx q d .  .r N y m ; r , M , r : . . . .1 1
2.2 .
provided s ) 0, r ) 0; i s 1, 2, . . . , r,i i
R
ml ia a i1 rD . . . D a x q b c x q d .  .b x b x i i i i i i1 1 r r
is1
R
s ri i? H z a x q b c x q d .  . i i i i i i
is1
M Ni iR ` ` R x y b x y bi i i is A . . . F .   i M , Ni i 5 /  /x q b ra x q d rcis1 is1 i i i i i iM , N s0 M , N s0i 1 R R
yl , s , . .R R
R ym , r , . . . . .s r R Ri im , nq2 R? H z a x qb c x qd , .  .pq2 R , qq2 R i i i i i i . . . , M y l , s , . .is1 R R R
N y m , r . .R R R
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R
ml ia a i1 RD . . . D a x q b c x q d , .  .b x b x i i i i i i1 1 R R  5
is1
R R
s r s ri1 i r i rH z a x q b c x q d , . . . , z a x q b c x q d .  .  .  . 1 i i i i i i r i i i i i i
is1 is1
M Ni iR ` ` R x y b x y bi i i is A ??? F .   i M , Ni i 5 /  /x q b ra x q d rcis1 is1 i i i i i iM , N s0 M , N s01 1 R R
?H 0, nq2 R : m1 , n1 ; . . . ;m r , nrpq2 R , qq2 R : p , q ; . . . ; p , q1 1 r r
R
s ri1 i1 yl ; s , . . . , s , . .z a x q b c x q d .  . R R1 R r1 i i i i i i
is1 ym ; r , . . . , r , . . . . .R R1 R r.. ,. . . . , M y l ; s , . . . , s , . .R r1 R rR
s ri r i rz a x q b c x q d .  . N y m ; r , . . . , r : . . . . .r i i i i i i R R1 R r
is1
provided s ) 0, r ) 0; i s 1, . . . , R; j s 1, . . . , r ; wherei j i j
mlax q b cx q d .  .
A s ;a
x y b .
1a a y mf s ? ,m , n  /  /m n G 1 q m q n y a .
ml iia x q b c x q d .  .i i i i i i
A s andai ix y b .i i
1a a y Mi i i
F s ? .M , Ni i  /  /M N G 1 q M q N y a .i i i i i
 .  .If we put a s c s 1, d s b s 0 in 2.1 and 2.2 , respectively, the double
series representation of the fractional derivative formulas can be reduced
to single series representation if the series is summed for N. Indeed, we
have
sla m rD x x y a ? H zx x q b .  . 5x
` Mxl amyas x x q b . .   / /M x q bMs0
yl, s , ym , r , .  .sm , nq2 rH zx x q b 2.5 .  .pq2, qq2 M y l, s , a y M y m , r .  .
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provided s ) 0, r ) 0, and
s sl 1 ra m r r1 rD x x q b ? H z x x q b , . . . , z x x q b .  .  . 5x 1 r
` Mxl amya 0, nq2: m , n ; . . . ; m , n1 1 r rs x x q b ? H .  pq2, qq2 : p , q : . . . ; p , q / 1 1 r r /M x q bMs0
s1r1z x x q b . yl; s , . . . , s , ym ; r , . . . , r , . . . .  .1 1 r 1 r
.. . . . , M y l; s , . . . , s , . ,1 r.
s rr a y M y m ; r , . . . , r : . . .r  .z x x q b 1 r .r
2.6 .
provided s ) 0, r ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , r.i i
 .  .  .l . m  .For a proof of 2.1 , let f x s ax q b cx q d and g x s 1, then
 .1.3 gives
mlaD ax q b cx q d .1 .  . 4b x
` md mla aym 0s ax q b cx q d D x .  .  4 b xm /  5m dxms0
` G 1 q l G 1 q m .  .
s A f m , n G 1 q l y m .G 1 q m y n .  .m , ns0
m nx y b x y b
= . 2.7 . /  /x q bra x q drc
It therefore follows that
m s rlaD ax q b cx q d ? H ax q b cx q d .  .  .  . 5b x
1 lqsz mqrzz as f z z ? D ax q b cx q d dz . .  .  . 4H b x /2pv L
 .Application of 2.7 in the integrand and interchanging the order of
integration and summation, after interpretation, then leads to the desired
result.
 .  .  .The proof of 2.2 follows on similar lines. The formulas 2.3 and 2.4
respectively follow by repeated application of the fractional operators.
 .  .Other variations of formulas 2.1 and 2.3 by taking different permuta-
tions for s 's and r 's with positive and negative signs are possible.
However, the same is not applicable in the several variables cases but if
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one would consider the HU-function of several variables, employing the
w xnotation of Srivastava and Hussain 7 ,
U <w x w xH z , . . . , z s H z , . . . , z ,ns01 r 1 r
then taking negative and positive permutations of s 's and r 's are possible.
w xThe reader is also referred to a recent paper of Srivastava et al. 5 for
similar applications of the fractional operator.
3. APPLICATION TO H-FUNCTION EXPANSION FORMULAS
 .If we compare the particular case of 2.5 for b s 0 with the result
a lqm w sqr x lqmya n , mq1D x ? H zx s x ? H 4x pq1, qq1
=
l y m , s q r , . . . .
sqrzx , 3.1 .
. . . , a y l y m , s q r .
provided s ) 0, r ) 0, we get
yl y m , s q r , . . . .m , nq1 sqrH zxpq1, qq1 . . . , a y l y m , s q r .
` yl, s , ym , r , . . . .  .a m , nq2 sqrs H zx ; pq1, qq1 /N . . . , M y l, s , a y M y m , r .  .Ms0
s ) 0, r ) 0. 3.2 .
Similarly, we can prove
H 0, nq1 : m1 , n1 ; . . . m r , nrpq1, qq1 : p , q ; . . . ; p , q1 1 r r
s qr1 1z x1 yl y m ; s q r , . . . , s q r , . . . : . . . .. 1 1 r r.. . . . , a y l y m ; s q r , . . . , s q r : . . . .1 1 r rs qrr rz xr
`
a 0, nq2 : m , n ; . . . ; m , n1 1 r rs H pq2, qq2 : p , q ; . . . ; p , q1 1 r r /M
Ms0
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s qr1 1z x1 yl; s , . . . , s , ym ; r , . . . , r , .  .. 1 r 1 r. ,. . . . , M y l; s , . . . , s , a y M y m ; r , . . . , r : .  .1 r 1 rs qrr rz xr
3.3 .
R yl y m , s q r , . . . . .R R R Rm , nqR s qri iH z . x .pqR , qqR i . . . , a y l y m , s q r . .is1 R R R R R
` R
m , nq2 Rs F H .  M , N pq2 R , qq2 Ri i
is1M , . . . , M s01 R
R yl , s , ym , r , . . . .  . .  .s qr R R R Ri iz x , . i . . . , M y l , s , a y M y m q R , r .  . .  .is1 R R R R R R
3.4 .
and
H 0, nqR : m1 , n1 ; . . . ;m r , nrpqR , qqR : p , q ; . . . ; p , q1 1 r r
R
s qri1 i1z ? x .1 i
is1 yl y m ; s q r , . . . , s q r , . . . : . . . . .. R R R1 R1 R r R r.. . . . , a y l y m ; s q r , . . . , s q r : . . . . .R R R R1 R1 R r R rR
s qri r i rz ? x .r i
is1
` R
a 0, nq2 R : m , n ; . . . ; m , n1 1 r rs ? H  pq2 R , qq2 R : p , q ; . . . ; p , q1 1 r rM /iis1M , , M s01 R
R
s qri1 i1 yl ; s R1, . . . , s ,z ? x  . . . R Rr1 i
is1 ym ; r , . . . , r . . . : . . . . .. R R1 R r. ;. . . . , M y l ; s , . . . , s , . .R R R1 R rR
s qri r i r a y M y m ; r , . . . , r : . . . . .z ? x . R R R R1 R rr i
is1
s ) 0, r ) 0. 3.5 .i j i j
 .  .In the general case, however, the expansion formulas 3.2 and 3.3 are
 .expressible infinite double summations, whereas the expansion 3.4 and
 .3.5 would be in terms of 2 R-infinite summations; the details are however
omitted.
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4. APPLICATION TO GENERALIZED HYPERGEOMETRIC
FUNCTION EXPANSION FORMULAS
The analysis presented in the preceding section permits us to derive
expansion formulas for the generalized hypergeometric function. Thus, in
 .particular, from 3.2 by suitable choice of parameters, we have
yl y m , 1 q 1 . 1 y a , 1 .  . .p1, pq1 1q1H zxpq1, qq2
0, 1 , 1 y b , 1 , a y l y m , 1 q 1 .  . . .q
`
as   /M
Ms0
yl, 1 , ym , 1 , 1 y a , 1 .  .  . .p1, pq2 1q1? H zxpq2, qq3
0, 1 , 1 y b , 1 , M y l, 1 , a y M y m , 1 .  .  . . .q
which can be written as
G 1 q l q m .
G 1 q l q m y a .
1 1a , 1 q l q m , 2 q l q m ; .  .  .p 2 2 2? F zxpq2 qq2 1 1 /b , 1 q l q m y a , 2 q l q m y a ; .  . .q 2 2
` G 1 q l G 1 q m .  .as   /M G 1 q l y m G 1 q m q m y a .  .ms0
a , 1 q l, 1 q m ; .p 2? F zx , 4.1 .pq2 qq2 b , 1 q l y m , 1 q m q m y a ; / / .q
provided
 . < 2 <i p - q q 1 and, for p s q q 1, zx - 1,
12 p q . < <  .ii p s q q1 and zx s 1, then Re  a y  b q a y - 0.js1 j js1 j 2
 .From 3.2 , made s s ??? s s s 0 and r s ??? s r s 1, n s r s 0;1 r 1 r
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then we have
G 1 q l q m .
G 1 q l q m y a .
? F  r . 1 q l q m , a , . . . , a ; 1 q l q m y a ; z x , . . . , z x .D 1 r 1 r
` G 1 q l G 1 q m .  .as   /M G 1 q l y M G 1 q m q M y a .  .Ms0
? F  r . 1 q m ; a , . . . , a ; 1 q m q M y a ; z x , . . . , z x . 4.2 .  .D 1 r 1 r
 .Further in 3.2 , put s s ??? s s s 0, s s 1, and r s ??? s r s1 ry1 r 1 ry1
1, r s 0, so thatr
G 1 q l q m .
G 1 q l q m y a .
1 q l q m : a ; . . . ; a ; .  .p p1 r1 : p ; . . . ; p1 r? F z x , . . . z x1 : q ; . . . ; q 1 r1 r 1 q l q M y a : c ; . . . ; c ; / .  . q q1 r
`
as   /M
Ms0
1 q m : a ; . . . ; a ; .  .p p1 ry11 : p ; . . . ; p1 r? F z x , . . . , z x1 : q ; . . . ; q 1 ry11 r 1 q m q M y a : c ; . . . ; c ; / .  . q q1 ry1
1 q l, a ; .pr
? F z x . 4.3 .p q1 q q1 rr r 1 q l y M , b ; / .qr
The last equation, in particular, yields
G 1 q l q m . 1 q l q m , a , . . . , a ;1 r r .F z x , . . . , z xD 1 r /1 q l q m y a ;G 1 q l q m y a .
` G 1 q l G 1 q m .  .as   /M G 1 q l y M G 1 q m q M y a .  .Ms0
? F ry1 1 q m , a , . . . , a ; 1 q m q M y a ; z x , . . . , z x .D 1 ry1 1 ry1
? F 1 q l, b ; 1 q l y M ; z x , 4.4 .  .2 1 r r
where l assumes only fractional values and this corresponds to the
w xformula of Srivastava and Goyal 6 referred to above.
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In conclusion it will not be out of place to point out that application of
this method does not yield expansions for a Lauricella function other than
F  r .. This will however form the subject matter of investigation in aD
subsequent communication.
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